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If you want to play this game
without installing it on your
computer you will need a

dedicated server for cs 1.6.Q:
JavaScript keypress event not

firing on several newer
browsers I've been working
on a web page that requires

some input. The default
event handlers for a keypress
only fires on IE9. I've had to

use the attachKeypress
method to get it to work. Is
there any way to get the

default event handlers to fire
on newer browsers like

Chrome, Firefox and Safari
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without using the
attachKeyPress function? I
can't remove the function
altogether because of the

other pages that rely on that.
Any help is much

appreciated.
document.onkeypress =

function (e) { if (e.which ==
46 || e.which == 8 || (e.which

== 71 && e.charCode ==
71)) { doSendMail(); } else {
return false; } }; A: Have you
tried adding keypress event

to document instead of
onkeypress? document is the
root of all the dom's, so you'd
be good to go. document.add

EventListener('keypress',
function(e) { // do your stuff
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}); This works in newer
browsers like Chrome. EDIT:

This should really point to the
eventlistener's method, not a
typo. Q: The solution for one
of the questions is wrong The
problem is to write a program

to find out whether a
sequence of strings is

palindromic or not. I have
written a program but the
solution for this problem is
wrong. I have written this
program for finding out
whether a sequence of

strings is palindromic. I am
not able to find out why it is

not working. Can anyone help
me to find out what am I

missing? Here is the code.
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import java.util.Scanner;
public class Palindrome {

public static void
main(String[] args) {
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